
Main floor plan of St. Albert 
Place, St. Albert, Alberta, 
drawn uaing a CADD ayatem 
by the ofiice of Douglu Car
dinal. 
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C ADD is an acronym for Computer Aided Design and Draf
ting, a new method of producing drawings which may have 
a significant impact on operating procedures in the design 

professions. 

One of the first Canadian architects to venture into CADD is 
Douglu Cardinal, of Edmonton. The accompanying drawings and 
photographs show some of his work. I am indebted to Jim 
Zulkoskey, of Cardinal's office, for the time he spent with me 
demonstrating their system and explaining its impact on their 
work. 

We will begin with a discussion of the basic concepts underlying 
computer graphics, to underline some of the differences between 
pr~duction on a CADD system and traditional drafting. A brief 
rev1ew of some principles of geometry will help describe how com
puters produce graphic images. 

I_n geomet~y, two essential concepts are those of the point and the 
hne. A pomt is a dimensionless location, and a line is two points i connected (a distance, or an edge, with no width). Computer 

.; grahics involve the manipulation of these two concepts and their i representation on a video screen or. ultimately, on mylar or paper . 

l At the computer terminal, the user moves a point on the screen, 
.:! represented by a flashing 'X'. This is called the cursor , and any 
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command punched into the terminal keyboard will be undertaken 
on this point. One moves the cursor by various means; by punching 
some keys which direct it upwards, downwards, to the left or to the 
right, or by touching the screen or a desk-top tablet with an elec
trostatic pen. A gi\'eD command will register the cursor's location 
as the beginning of a line. Another may define the center of a cir
cle. Or a command could be given to move the cursor to the 
nearest grid line (which would ~t a dimensionless point directly on 
a line without width, something which cannot be accomplished by 
hand). Still another command would ~ the cunor at a specified 
distance from a line or point. 

It becomes apparent that the computer is dealing with geometric 
concepts, interpreting graphic information as coordinates; 
number-crunching. The computer records distances between 
points, distances between parallel lines, angles between lines, ad
ding and subtracting. This is consistent with our intuitive notion of 
a computer; a computer computes, it doesn't draw. It acts as an 
aid to design and drafting. 

Drawing with CADD 

The distinction here is that, as a sentence is a \'erbal idea , a dnw
ing is a visual idea. As a typewriter does not write, a computer does 
not draw. This is important, as computers are presently being 
ascribed with all sorts of int~ce. The computer is essentially a 
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dumb machln~. It is a sophisticac~d ad\anc~ on w T-square, but 
it is a tool, and~ quality of work produc~d with a computer will 
d~pend on th~ skill of th~ user. 

Th~ difier~nt commands which can be u~d on a given CADD 
sy1t~m are known collecth·ely as the sysu~m·s 'software'. Software 
for nrious t)-pes of applications is being ~eloped at a rapid pace. 
The fOllowing are some functions which are presently available: 

Tnmbtion: the relocation of any geomettic figure while 
mainWning ia orientation. Any existing figure, such as a 
drafting symbol, a title block, a bathtub or a room, may be 
mO\-ed acrofol the screen to a new location. 

Rotation: the rotation of a figure about any pre~lected 
poiiU. 

Repetition: the copying of a figure for another location on 
the drawing. 

Scaling: 'electing two points, one is given the distance bet· 
ween. 

La~ering: building drawings, as in overlay drafting. Mter 
semng down a rough floor layout, drawings of furnishings, 
structural members, electrical service, etc. may be overlaid. 
Any combination of layered drawings may be called up for 
plotting. 

~:to change .the scale of the image. Zoom produces an 
mfiiUte and ~nunuo~ range of drawing scales, allowing 
many levels of anformauon on the same drawing. A speck on 
the floor plan may be, on closer examination a fully detailed 
window jamb. ' 

3-D modelling: to give a 3·0 image of an object from a 
eh~ vant~ge point. The image may be a ~·through line 
drawt?&, .or tt may represent opaque rurfaces. One aspect of 
S·J? Vle~mg, called 'vector refresh', presenu the viewer a 
~nes of •m ages by changing the vantage point, as in anima
uon. ~e can repre~nt a walk-through or a flight around 
the des•gn. 

~ADD l)'ltems offer many other functions, such as area calcula· 
uoru of any figure, or the flipping or reversing of a figure (with 
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Computer generated graphia 
allow perspective views of 
designs from aeveral poinu 
from aerial view. to street-level 
approaches. 

notes automatically re-oriented). Drawings may be built up with 
different weights of line and with hundred of colors. Materia 
reprer..entation functions, such as cross·hatching, are available 
Automatic manipulation of dimensions and imperial/ metric con 
version reduces the incidence of mathematical errors. In addition 
to layering, drawings may be split into parts, allowing many usen 
simultaneous access to the same drawing. 

Once a figure has been drawn, it is on file ('in memory') and my 
be recalled at any time for use in a new application. An important 
part of implementing a CADD system is building this library of 
figures, be they drafting symbols or representations of manufac· 
rured products. 

CADD software is improving as architects becoll'lt involved in its 
use. Cardinal's office found that their system went down when they 
attempted their first erasure; the programmers had not an· 
ticipated such a need. This was just three years ago. 

As CADD applications becoll'lt more common and software more 
sophisticated, various opporunities present themselves. The c~m· 
puter industry now has standards set which will allow informauon 
transfer between any two computers. Manufacturers, such as 
Steelcase Canada, have begun to prepare corn puter ftles of produ~t 
information. One can easily foresee the day when Sweets 
Catalogue is delivered and updated over the telephone. 

CADD and Architectural Practice 

The discussion abouve has been concentrated on CADD in the pro· 
feuional's office. The implementation of CADD systems. may also 
affect traditional relationships between architect and cbent, con· 
sultant, and contractor. 

CADD makes architectural services more marketable by suggesting 
a progressive practice and by introducing innovatioru u~eful to the 
client. A CADD system allows a-rchitect and client to Sit at a cer· 
mina! and make rapid and significant changes to contr~ct 
documenu. Changes late in the production process, toget~er WJth 
a shortened development pmod, m ay cut the cost of a proJect con· 
siderably. 

CADD improves the coordination of comutants' contributi~ns. 
CADD systems connected by telephone allow rapid commuruca· 
tion, and layering techniques bring out locational problems. 



Cardinal's office is presently considering installing a terminal on 
site for the contractor's use. & a user. the contractor can acceu the 
information required. For example, dimcn.sioning is traditionally a 
game of seco~d-guessi_ng ?'.ns~ruction meth~. With. CADD, 
precise dimenstons are tmpliot m the storage of mformauon, and 
the contractor can call up any dimensions required. Shop draw
ings, put on the system, allow substitution decisions on site. 

The implementation of a CADD system allows the professional 
more control over hU practice. He may supervise drafting directly 
from his terminal, interrupting work only as required. Cardinal 
uses his system to establish precise layouts of his curvaceous 
buildings. These schematics will not need to be reinterpretted by 
his staff, pis consultants or the contractor. 

Generally speaking, the use of CADD removes some of the 
drudgery in the work and discourages errors. In addition, it im
proves project control, increases productivity, and allows more 
significant changes later in the project. one might think that 
CADD was heaven-sent. But what are the drawbacks? 

If you will not be sitting at a CADD terminal soon, it may be 
because of the expense of these systerm. Six-figure prices are the 
rule. And the more one pays for a CADD system, the greater ita 
capabilities. Computer systems are defined by two parameters; the 
system's power and ita memory. 

System power determines how quickly an operation can be per
formed; how rapidly commartds can be processed. If you are 
familiar with hand-held calculators, you may know that some 
functions, such as finding a square root, involve a bit of a lag. 
CADD functions are quite elaborate, and the more terminals in 
use, the more computing power required. In particular, the shift 
to ~ -D imaging is a big step in computational ability and in price, 
and, as most production work is in 2-D, most offices choose 2-D 
systems. 

The quarttity of system memory determines how much information 
can be store on file. It is perfecdy possible to record every brick , 
every shingle that goes into a design. But memory capacity is 
another expensive aspect of a system, and to bring costs down to a 
reasonable level, it is necessary to carefully circumscribe the infor
mation that is essential . Archival information may be stored off the 
system on magnetic tapes, but current work artd the library of 
figures and symbols must be accessible. 

Detail of computer-drawn 
floor plan sbowina the JUab 
depee of complezity and 
detaU a't'ailable tbrouab the 
CADD IJitem. 
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Video terminals are also expensive componenu in a CADD system. 
Some firms have reluctantly adopted ahift work to reduce the in
itial investment. 

The vendors of CADD syatc:rns claim that improved productivity 
will justify the investment. Cardinal's office has found that their 
productivity, measured u office cub flow per employee, has 
doubled. But an important part of their decision to use CADD waa 
the unusual geometry of their buildings. Any analysis of the finan. 
cial advantages of CADD production mwt consider the nature of 
the firm's work. It might be useful to begin with a time-share ar
rangement, whereby time is rented on a central computer and only 
terminals need be installed in the office. 

Conclusion 

A shift to CADD production must be done with conviction, and 
with allowance for potential difficulties in implementation. 
Although learning to u.ae the software is not difficult (Cardinal's of
fice finds that it takes two weeks for a new staff member to become 
proficient), building a library of figures and symtbols is a signifi
cant investment of staff time, and a hitch in the system can stop all 
production. 

This brief look at CADD has been written in the hopes of dcmyati
fying this intrusion of technology into architectural practice. Moat 
significantly. CADD can free the architect and technologist from 
some repetitive tasb and may improve the quality of architectural 
services. A1J one begins to appreciate the design freedom achieved 
by Douglas Cardinal on a CADD system, a computer begins to ap
pear a natural tool for fulfilling the architect's rightful role in 
society. 

Note 

Information on CADD systems available in Canada may be obtain
ed, free of charge, from : 

The National Computer Graphics Association , 
961 Eglinton Avenue East, Suite 200, 

Toronto, Ontario, M4G 485 
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